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matically traversed upon Subsequent depression
of a master tabulator key.

?

A further object is to provide means for auto

Figure 14A is a fragmentary view in elevation
showing the two directional shift keys and the
means for thereby controlling the mechanism
shown in Figure 14.

matically bringing the carriage to a Selected posi
tion in combination with keys for stepping the 5 Figure 15 is a detailed Sectional view taken on
carriage one or more steps in either direction
the line 5-5 of Figure 16.
from the Selected position.
Figure 16 is a fragmentary view, in elevation,
A further object is to provide means for trav
of the left side of the machine, showing the
ersing the carriage in combination. With means
driving means from the carriage to the tabulator
for automatically arresting its movement at 10 worm shaft.
either of its extreme end positions.
Figure 17 is a detail section, as viewed from
A further object is to provide an easily operat
the right, showing the keyboard dial clear key.

ing trigger means for initiating automatic car
riage positioning in combination with means for

and its associated clear bail.

Figure 18 is a detail section, as viewed from
automatically disabling the trigger when the car l5 the right, showing the clear bail and means for
riage is in the selected position.
releasing the numeral keys of the keyboard.
Other objects will appear during the following
Figure 19 is a longitudinal section, as viewed
detailed description of a preferred form of the
from the right, showing the counter and product
dial clear keys, and the control exerted thereby,
invention, reference being made to the accom
panying drawings forming a part of this specifi 20 Over the clear clutches, and the interlocking
cation, in which:
means between the clearing and shifting control
mechanisms.
Figure l is a plan view of the machine showing
the location of the tabulator keys and the master
Carriage shifting mechanism
tabulator key in relation to the clear keys for
restoring the Several registers to Zero.
Figure 2 is a longitudinal section, as viewed 25 The controlling mechanism embodying the
present invention to be hereinafter described is
from the right side of the machine, showing part
designed to control carriage shifting mechanism
of the standard key section, the compiete tabu
of the type used in the commercially known "Mar
lator key Section and the mechanism controlled
to chant" calculating machines. It is, therefore,
thereby to position the control levers.
desirable to give a brief description of the opera
Figure 3 is a detailed sectional view, taken on
tion of this carriage shifting mechanism before
the line 3-3 of Figure 2 showing the interlocks
an explanation of the novel controls therefor.
between the tabulator key stems.
An electric motor (not shown) is connected
Figure 4 is a longitudinal Section, as viewed
through Suitable gears and shafts to gear 362
from the right, showing the tabulator operating
(Figure 13) to drive the shift clutch, said gear
bail and link, provided to initiate a shift,
being rotatably mounted on shaft 306 which is
Figure 5 is a detailed sectional view, from the

positioned between the center and right side
right side of the machine, showing the mecha
frames of the machine described in the above
nism for maintaining the shift mechanism in
operation until the desired carriage position is 40 mentioned Avery patent. Gear 68, used to drive
unrelated mechanisms, is also rotatably mounted
reached and the restraining latch, which disables
on shaft 306 by a flanged sleeve 307 which is
said mechanism when a directional shift key is
keyed to the hub of gear 362 and secured by rivets
to gear 648, the same rivets affixing a dished ring
right showing the means for disabling the tabu 45 gear Supporting disc. 309 to the said gear 648.
The shift clutch comprises an internal ring
lator shift initiating mechanism when the car
gear 35 secured to the supporting disc 309 and
riage is in its tabulated position.
in mesh with three planetary gears 3 (Figures
Figure 7 is an enlarged sectional view taken on
13 and 14) riveted to each of three shafts 37,
line - of Figure 5.
Operated.
Figure 6 is a detailed Sectional view from the

Figure 8 is a detailed sectional view from the 50 respectively, which extend through clearance

right, showing the mechanism for determining
the direction of the shift, and related mechanism.
Figure 9 is a longitudinal Section, as viewed

holes provided in a ratchet wheel 203 and have

end bearings in plates S and 39; said plates
and Said ratchet wheel being secured together as
a rigid unit by studs 30.a. The gears B mesh

from the right, showing the master tabulator key
and linkage operated thereby to trip the main 55 also with a sun gear 320 formed upon one end of
a sleeve 32, to the opposite end of which is keyed
Operating lever, and means for recocking Said
operating lever.
Figure 10 is an enlarged perspective view of the
tabulator control levers and their relative posi

a Second ratchet wheel S. Gear teeth

22

formed on the shafts fill mesh with a second

sun gear 32 to which is secured gear 324 by

(f) which power is transmitted fron the shift clutch
to the shift drive train.
Figures 11.A., 11B, 11C, 11D, and 11E are sche

tion to the tabulator controller.

matic Sectional views, taken on the lines A, B,
C, D, and E of Figure 12, showing the sev

era positions of the contro leverS in relation to

This shift clutch may be operated to transmit
power to the shift drive train selectively rotating

the same in either direction. Gear 362 is always

f5 rotated when the motor is running, thereby driv
the shaft to Which they are keyed.
ing gear 648 and ring gear 3s so that planetary
Figure 12 is a Schematic view showing the rela
gears 3f6 and their associated gears 322 nor
tion of the control levers to the tabulator con
mally revolve idly about sun gear 827. If the
troller and the means for stopping the shift when
the carriage reaches its extreme end positions.
ratchet wheel 303 is held, however, as when dog
Figure i3 is a detailed sectional view of the 70 302 (Figure 14) is rocked into engagement there
planetary shift clutch and its connection to the
with, revolution of the planetary gears 3 and

gear 322 about sun gear 320 and 327 is pre
vented and said planetary gears function as idlers
side of the planetary shift clutch and its linkage
to transmit the drive to the sun gear 32 and its
to the tabulator operating arm.
75 associated gear 324. If, however, the other
Carriage.

Figure 14 is a view, in elevation, of the right

3
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Carriage shift controlling mechanism
ratchet wheel f$85 is held by the dog 304 (Fig
ure 14), being rocked into engagement therewith,
Means are provided to alternatively rock either
sun gear 320 (Figure 13) will be held stationary
dog 302 or 306 (Figure 14) into engagement
and the planetary gears 36 and gear 322 will
with clutch ratchet 303 or 305, respectively, to
all rotate about their own centers and revolve 5 effect a rightward Or leftward carriage shift.

about sun gear 320, thereby driving the gear 324
in the opposite direction. Furthermore, if the

clutch control dog 30 f is in its neutral position,
shown in Figure 14, wherein neither dog 302 nor

(304 is engaged, the differential merely idles and

Said means comprises a lever 48 fixed on shaft
485 and having at its upper end, two facing lugs
10

there is no drive to the shifting mechanism.

The direction of rotation of the gear 324 de
termines the direction of the shift of the carriage.

The gear f326 meshing with gear 324 is rotatably

mounted on shaft 33 (Figure 13) between fric
tion discs 330 and 332 keyed to said shaft. A
sleeve f333 also is mounted on shaft f33 and

supports a cam í334 thereon while a disc 1335 is
keyed to the shaft 33. A disc 362 on which

are two rollers, f 363, used to function with cen
tralizer f364, is also keyed to the shaft 33 and
spring 337 is compressed between washer f338

20 Sut from SUIch restraint.

The lower end of lever 48 is attached to the

left end of link 483 so that the rocking of lever

and lock nuts 339 on the threaded end of said
shaft. This construction provides for a friction
drive connection between gear 326 and shaft f33

48 inparts longitudinal movement to link 483,
said link being provided with a notch 44 on the
right end thereof to enbrace a lateral extension
47 formed on the lower end of lever 375,

effected by the discs 330 and 332, which are
pressed against the gear 326 by spring 337 bear

whereby longitudinal movement of link 483 will

ing against the Washer 338, the roller and plate

assembly 362, the spacer 333, and the disc 335.
The shaft 33 is supported in a suitable bear
ing 340 securely mounted in a frame of the ma
chine and a second bearing f344 riveted on an
angle bracket 343. A cam 345 is keyed to the

end of shaft 33 and a bevel gear 34 is fixed
gear 342 securely mounted on the lower end of
vertical shaft 334, also supported in the adjust
able angle bracket f 343 secured to the base plate

30

link 37 which has at its rear end an aperture

35

of the machine.

40

by rocking rack 355 (Figure 16) about shaft 34f
upwardly out of engagement with rollers 357.

This rack may be rocked about its shaft 34 f. by
means of arm 335 which extends through the
cover of the carriage and carries a handle 336.
Said arm is normally pulled against a stop 338

45

In this manner the carriage can be freed and
moved to any desired lateral position, but if the
operator should stop the carriage out of an oper
ating position the teeth of the rack will not be
aligned with the rollers 357 and when the handle
336 is released the rack 355 will rest on top of the
rollers 357, where it will remain until the shaft
334 is rotated in an attempt to shift the carriage.
When this takes place, however, one of the roll
ers 35 during the first shift cycle will become
aligned with a tooth space, thereby allowing the
rack to be forced downwardly into engagement
with one of the rollers by spring 337, and during
the ensuing shift cycles will be traversed thereby
to a selected position in the regular Way.

Link 5

is pivotally connected at its forward

end to the shift clutch control dog 30 by stud
53, so that longitudinal movement of link 34
will cause the clutch control dog to rock about
shaft 299. As previously described under the
sub-heading "Carriage shifting mechanism,' con

trol dog 30 constitu 's the controlling means
for the shift clutch 300, and the direction of the
rocking of control dog 30 determines the di
rection of the shift by its engagement with ratchet

50 wheel í 303 or í 305.

Two levers are fixed to shaft 485 from which

control of said shaft is derived, one being the

tabulator operating lever 250 (Figure 14), the

function of which will be described hereinafter in

55

by spring 337 so that upon depression of said
lever the spring is tensioned, and the rack 355 is

rocked in a clockwise direction out of engagement
with roller 357.

in which are two facing lugs 50. Adjacent the
rear end thereof, is another link 5 with an
identical aperture, also with two facing lugs f50.
Links 374 and 5 are yieldably connected by
compression spring 52 located over the four lugs
5.

per end by bracket 358 secured to the back frame
plate of the machine, and also has fixed thereto

a hub and plate assembly 356 on which are
mounted rollers 357, adapted to engage between
the teeth of rack 355 mounted on the shiftable
carriage 350 (Figure 16), and thus, upon rotation
of the assembly 356 by shaft 334, serves to drive
the carriage laterally to the right or to the left.
The carriage may be released for free traverse

effect rocking movement of lever 375 about its
supporting shaft 376. The upper end of lever
375 is attached to a link 374 so that the rocking

of lever 375 imparts longitudinal movement to

on the same shaft to mesh with a second beve'

The aforesaid shaft 334 is supported at its up

486, and a lever 48, also provided with two
identical facing lugs (486. The lever 48, how
ever, is freely rockable on shaft 85 adjacent.
lever 480, and a spring 490 is compressed be
tween the four coincidental lugs 486, thereby,
forming a yieldable connection between levers
480 and 48, by means of which lever 480,
integral with shaft 485, can transmit its motion
to lever 48 only through spring 490. If ever
48 is restrained when shaft 485 and lever 480
are rocked, the spring 490 will merely be further
compressed and no damage to the parts will re

connection with the "Tabulator initiating mecha
nism,' and lever 482 (Figure 14A), which is
actuated by the shift keys i 405 and 406 to di

rectly effect shifting of the carriage in either

direction.
60

As shown in Figure 14A, these keys are mounted
on the usual vertically sliding stems, Which are
connected by links t 407 and i 408, pivotally con

nected at pin 409. Spring 4f0 tensioned be

tween one of said links and the machine frame,

normally retains both keys in raised position,
but upon depression of one of the keys the pin
409 is moved either to the right or to the left,
according to the key selected, being guided in
such movements by a fixed member 4 which
also serves to prevent simultaneous depression of

the keys. The pin 409 is embraced by the bi

5

furcated upper end of lever 482, mentioned above
as one of the two levers fixed to shaft 485.
Therefore, it will be seen that upon depression of
the shift key 405 the pin 409 is moved to the

2,385,324
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Although the drive to the carriage through the
right, rocking lever 482 and shaft 485 clockwise
clutch is thus term?nated at approximately
to engage dog 302 with ratchet wheel 303 and shift
effect a rightward carriage shift, while upon de three-quarter cycle position, the shift drive train
will be rotated through the remainder of its cycle,
pression of shift key 406 the pin 609 is moved consisting
of one-quarter rotation of shaft fl,
to the left, rocking the lever 482 and shaft 85 by the centralizer
364, pressed by spring 52
counter-clockwise to engage dog 304 with ratchet

against rollers 363 on disc 362 secured to said

305 and effect a carriage shift to the left, in a

shaft. In addition to completing the shift cycle,

manner described hereinbefore.

the centralizer 364 and rollers 363 also serve

Means are provided whereby the dogs 302 and

304 are held in engagement with their respective
ratchet wheels during approximately the first
three quarters of the shift cycle, to insure the
completion of any initiated shift no matter how
quickly the key is released. On a leftward exten
sion of the clutch control dog 30 (Figure 14)
is a formed ear 354 engaging the projection 353
of the latch 350, said latch being pivotally
mounted at 35i and urged into engagement with
said ear by spring 352. When control dog 30
is moved, either clockwise or counter-clockwise,

5

erating positions and it therefore has eight tabu

lator Selection keys 200, but could have more or

less, depending upon the capacity of the machine,

20 and it is to be understood that the mechanism

controlled by each of the tabulator selection keys
is duplicated in all Orders of the machine, but
that only one order will be described in detail.

the ear 354 is held by latch 350 which rocks

about shaft 35 under the tension of spring 352
and seats its projection 353 either above or be
low ear 354, thus latching the clutch control
dog 3 against return movement,
Provision is made for additionally tensioning
spring 352 at the beginning of the shift cycle,
and for this purpose centralizer i364 is utilized,
the upper end of spring 352 being attached to

to restrain any movements beyond the end of the
cycle so that the carriage will always come to rest
in an Operating position.
Tabulator setting mechanism
The machine shown in Figure 1 is one in which
the carriage may be moved to eight different op

25

The tabulator selection keys 200 have two pri
mary functions; first, to position the tabulator

controlling mechanism for a shift in the correct

direction; and, second, to initiate a shift.
The means provided to condition the tabulating
selection mechanism are operable by anyone of
the tabulator selection keys 200 consisting of two

the extreme left end thereof. When the Shift 30 functionally integral portions which are prefer

clutch 300 first begins to rotate, rollers. 363,
mounted on disc 362, revolve about shaft 33

and in their movement, one of Said rollers cans
the centralizer 354 upwardly, thereby exerting

more and more tension on Spring 352 until the

ably made Separate for convenience in manufac
ture and assembly. The upper portion of each
key 200 (Figure 2) consists of a stem 20 which
35

shaft i33 has made one-quarter of a rotation.
Provision is made for moving latch 350 (Figure
14) to release ear 354 at about three-quarter

cycle position. It will be seen that the cam 33,
utilized for this purpose, includes tWO Opposite
rises over which a nose 35i of latch 350 rides.
Upon counter-clockwise rotation of the cam from
the position shown in Figure 14, the nose 35
rides over one of these at the end of about three
quarters of its cycle. To secure the same Cyclic
time of operation of latch 350 for the reverse ro
tation of shaft i33i, the cam 334 is free on shaft
33 and is driven by the disc 335 keyed to said
shaft, the disc being provided with two shoulders

operate against the top of a lower portion of the

respective key 200 which consists of a stem 202,
40

45

lever 2 f5, rockably mounted on shaft 236, so that

counter-clockwise movement, to lever 25 about
shaft 236. A rollier 26 is riveted on the rear
wardly extending arm of lewer - 25 and is adapted

in Figure 14, pin 362 on the can 334 is engaged
by the shoulder 363 on the opposite side, Only

to impinge one or the other of the divergent sides
55

of ear 354 occurs at the correct cyclic time.

When the latch 35 is thus released, the clutch

375 below said pivot, and pressed against the
ever 35 by a Spring 400 tensioned between a
lateral extension 402 and a stud 40 in the ma

chine frame. Thus, the centralizer 403 tends to
maintain the lever 375 in a neutral position in
which the clutch dog 3 will be ineffective, and
Will return it to said neutral position automati
cally upon release of latch 350, provided the
operating keys 05 and 406 are released.

tween the frame 208 and an ear 22 of stem 202.
On the lower end of each stem 202 is a notch

downward movement of the stem 202 Will impart

(36 on opposite sides thereof So that upon clock

control dog 3G is automatically centralized to
remove the effective dog 332 or 304 from en
gagement with its ratchet. For this purpose
centralizer SC3 is pivotally mounted in the ma
chine frame at: 40, provided with a lug 1403a
extending laterally into engagement with lever
35 above the pivot 376, and an adjustable lug
. . . having an offset 46 engaging the lever

which is slidably mounted in the tabulator key
frame 208, securely held in a lateral position in
the machine by two brackets 203 attached to the
front frame plate of the machine.
Each key 200 is normally held in a raised posi
tion by compression spring 204, compressed be

adapted to embrace the lateral extension 2 i? of a

wise rotation of disc 335 from the position shown

after the disc has rotated about three-eighths of
a rotation (which is three-quarters of its cycle),
and the rocking of latch 35 and disengagement

is slidably mounted preferably in the same key
frame of provided to support the numeral keys
00. The bottom of each stem 20 is positioned to

80

28 of the tabulator control lever 280 and can

it to the position shown in Figure 2. The mecha
nism shown in this figure is that of an order in
which the key 200 has been depressed and ali
parts are in the position they assume When the
carriage has come to rest in its tabulated position.
Means are provided to latch the Sten 202 in

a partially depressed position so that the key 200
of which it is a part Will remain depressed until
the latch is released by the depression of an
other one of the Series of tabulator Selection keys
200. The lugs 209 (Figure 3), on the lower end

of the stems 202, are provided with a curved sur
face at the bottom, adapted to cam the lock bar

23 to the right, against a compression Spring
(not shown) during the downward movement of

a stem 202 until its lug 209 passes beneath the
lock bar 23, and thus allows said lock bar to
Spring back to a position overlying the top of the

lug 209, thereby holding the stem in a partially

depreSSed position, until another key 200 is de

presSed and its corresponding lug 209 again cams

2,865,824

the machine frame, support the upper and lower
ends of shaft 330, respectively, bracket 33 having
a bearing fixed thereto, while the bracket 2
supports an adjustable thrust bearing 329, in
which the lower end of the shaft 330 is journaled
while a nut 328 permits adjustment of said thrust
bearing to insure the correct clearance between
a bevel gear 325 secured to the lower end of shaft

the lock bar to the : 'ght, thus allowing the key
first depressed to be raised by spring 204 (Figure
2), and the second key to remain down due to
atching of its stem 202 in the same manner as
he first.

Pendulum type interlocks 205 (Figure 3) are

provided to prevent the simultaneous depression
of two or more keys, and are attacined to the tabu
lator key frame 2.08 by the shoulder studs 206 so

that said interlocks are free to rock about their
respective studs. The stems 202 are provided
with arms 22 (Figure 2) to operate against the
shoulders 207 of the interlocks 205. As shown in
Figure 3, a stem 202 has been depressed and the

aar 22 of said stem in passing downwardly be

ween the two adjacent interlocks 205 has forced
the interlock to the right thereof to rock counter
clockwise about the stud 206, and similarly has
forced the interlock to the left thereof in a clock
wise direction. In these movements of the inter
locks, the opposite shoulder 207 albuts the adja
cent shoulder of the next interlock 205, and so on,
until all interlocks to the left of the depressed
stem 202 have been rocked clockwise and all
interlocks to the right of said stem have been
rocked counter-clockwise to a position where their
shoulders 207 lie in the path of the ears 22 of all
raised stems 202, thereby limiting the depression
of a second key to only that amount which Will
allow the lug 209 to cam the lock bar 213 far
enough to release the depressed stem, but serving
to prevent a complete depression of the Second

330 and a second bevel gear 325 fixed to the left

O

riage having been set into the tabulator control
mechanism by the depression of One of the keys
20, it is also necessary to set into said mecha
nism an indication of the present position of the
carriage, and for this latter purpose a tabulator
controller movable in time with the lateral shift
ing movement of the carriage is provided. Tabu
ator controller 270 (Figures 2 and 10) is riveted,
or otherwise secured, to two rearwardly extend

ing arms 27 of the bail 279. Said bail is mounted
on, and is free to move rockably and transversely
on the worm shaft 25, and between the flanges
of the bail 279, from which arms 27 are extended,

is a bushing 273 and a nut 212 which engages

15

20

25

2. The distance between the projections 268,

30

35

40

however, is esaolgin greatar than the width of the
bail to allow the required movement of the con
troiler 2 and bushing 23 with respect to the

nut 272 and member 269.
Shaft 285 (Figure 2) is provided with a wide
keyWay into Which keys 282 of members 280 ex
tend; Said keys being Sufficiently narrower than

their keyWay to permit limited rocking movement
of each of the levers 28 with respect to shaft 285.
The controller 2 extends laterally a sufficient

distance to insure that it will always engage in

the recesses 226 of at least three adjacent mem
bers 280, and has three steps of different eleva

tion, 2, 26a, and 278 (Figure 12), by yirtue of

45

which it positively positions the control evers 280

engaged thereby at as great a stagger with rela

tion to each other as the keyWay of shaft 285 will

permit (see Figures 11B, 11C, and 11D). Each
lever 28 has a laterally formed ear 283 overlying

50

a nose 284 on the next lever to the right in such
a manner that when a lever is positioned clock

Wise as shown in Figure 11D, all those to the right

of it are positioned equally far clockwise, and

when a lever is positioned counter-clockwise as
shown in Figure 11B, all to the left of it are po
sitioned equally far counter-clockwise. Thus
controller 20 serves to positively locate all levers
280 with respect to the keyway in shaft 285, the
lever 280 engaged by the middle of controller 27 O

O

and 16) at Such a rate as will impart a lateral

direction; this opposite directional drive being
necessary only because the number one tabulator

shaft 25 to freely follow the novement of con
trol levers 28 as they are rocked about shaft 285
from One to another of their various displaced
positions. TWO projections 268 (Figure 2) are
provided on the flange 269 of the nut 22 to serve
as limit stops for the bail 29 connecting arms

movement of the nut 272, the bail 279, and the
movement to the controller 270 proportionate to
the movement of the carriage, but in the opposite

produce a rightward movement of controller 20
(Figure 10).
The controller 2 (Figure 10) is so mounted as
to permit it to rock a Sufficient amount about its

a bifurcation 24 formed on one side thereof,
adapted to embrace an angle plate 20 (Figure 2),
secured to key frame 208, thereby preventing ro
tation of the nut 272 with the shaft 25 and caus
ing rotation of said shaft to effect transverse

Means are provided whereby movement of the
carriage will drive the worm shaft 275 (Figures 10

worm shaft 25 and the correct timing thereof,
and in viewing Figure 5 it will be seen that left
ward movement of rack 353 imparts counter
clockwise rotation to gear 33, shaft 330, and
bevel gear 328 (Figure 16), which in turn rotates
bevel gear 325 in mesh therewith and its integral
shaft 25 in a clockwise direction to ultimately

the groove of the worm shaft 25. On one end
of the nut 272 (Figure 10) is a flange 269, having

controller 20.

end of worn shaft 25. This construction af

fords a positive drive from the carriage 350 to the

key if the first is being manually held down.

Tabulator controlling mechanism.
An indication of the desired position of the car

5

65

having its key located centrally of the keyway,

all those to the right thereof against the lower
side of the keyWay and all those to the left against
the upper side.
When a tabulator selection key 200 is depressed,
a roller 26 (Figure 2) is moved upwardly to rock

its respective lever 280 into a definite angular
position, thereby rocking shaft 285 into a position

determined by the angular relation existing be
selection key 200 is preferably situated at the ex
tween the lever 280 and the keyway in shaft 285,
treme right side of the keyboard while the num
ber one position of the carriage is at the extreme 70 Which in turn is determined by which side of the
left. For this purpose a driving rack 333 (Figures
controller 20 the key is depressed.
15 and 16) is attached to the carriage 350 and
As shown in Figure 10, controller 270 extends
has downwardly protruding teeth adapted to en
laterally a sufficient distance to engage in the re
gage a spur gear 32 fixed to the upper end of a
cesses 276 of the three adjacent control levers
shaft 330. Two brackets 33 and 327, secured to

75

280 B, C, and D, and is formed with the previous

2,865,394
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Tabulator initiating mechanism
1y described three offset portions 2.7a, 27, and
The
direction
in which the carriage must be
2s, so that the three levers 230 B, C, and D so
engaged by it will be rocked to three different shifted in order to reach the desired position
angular positions with respect to shaft 28. In having been automaticaliy determined, means
the present example, the lever 280C (Figures.11C 5 are provided for initiating operation of the shift
and 12) aligned with the intermediate step 2.7a, ing mechanism to move the Carriage to the de
of controller 270, has its key 22 intermediate the sired position.
keyway of shaft 285, and the lever 280B (Figure
As previously described, the depression of a
11B) aligned with the lower step 2 has its key 10 tabulator key 200 to the position shown in Fig
located against the botton of said keyway, and
the lever 28G?D (Figure 11.D) in iline with the
upper step 28 as its key 282 located against the

upper surface of the keyway in said shaft.
Figures lia, to 118, inclusive, show control
levers 280 positioned as they would be with the
tabulator contro, key in line with ever 280 (Fig
ure iC) deplºSeSSedi.
If the tabulater key in control of lever 28
positioned as sincwn in Figure 1A, hereinafter
called order A, is now depressed, the roller 26
of ordes C. Wii: he retracted frc lever 280C by
the key of order C being freed to rise under
pressure of sting 205 as described hereinbefore,
and the roller

ure 2 only conditions the tabulator controlling
mechanism for a shift to a selected position.
Means are provided, however, whereby a further
depression of a key 200 will, if desired, actually
initiate tabulation.

It will be noted that the roller 26 (Figure 2)

of the lever 25 is at the entrance of the slot 289
of lever 280, having already positioned said con
20

trol lever; therefore, when the lever 2 f S is rocked
further counter-clockwise, upon further depres
sion of key 200, the roller 26 merely rises up

wardly into the slot without imparting further
movement to the control lever 280, but during
the said movement of lever 25 its shoulder 2
contacts the flange 23 of the bail 235 pivotally

6 of order A. Yili press against

the divergent side of 28 of control lever 280A to

25

rotate Saii control lever clockwise about shaft
285.

Now in viewing lever 280A in Figure C, which

is from the left instead of the right as in the
case of Figures 1A and 2, this setting movement
of lever 380A forces its lateral extension 283 and
ari 284 of ever 280B downwardly, which carries

mounted on shaft 236 and provided with a link
237 (Figures 4 and 9) pivotally attached to the
rearwardly extending arm thereof by the shoul
der stud 233. A notch 238 (Figure 9) is formed
On the forward edge of link 237 to receive one
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the controller 20 upward, thus rocking lever

end of a torsion spring 234, while the other end
of said spring is held in a hole in the rear flange
of the bail 235 so as to urge the link 237 clock

counter-clockWise. Lever 280D

wise about stud 233. On the rear side of said
link is a shoulder 239 adapted to operate against

If a tabulator key on the other side of con
troller 2 is depressed, for instance the one

movement being limited by the bushing 287 of
shaft 285. The upper edge of the lateral ex
tension 26 abuts the shoulder 266 (Figure 9)

28 CC ai 28

(Figure 11 G) represents the position of saidi lewer 35 the lower edge of lateral extension 26 (Figure 4)
before the setting occurred; therefore this up
of a starting interponent 260 which is rockably
ward movement, of controller 2 just referred
mounted on a fixed Stud 262, and urged to rock
to, forces ever 280D further clockwise and the
in a counter-clockwise direction by a spring 26
key 282 of Said lever, being in the position shown
tensioned between the aperture 264 of the lever
in Figure 11, rocks shaft 285 with it an equai 40 260 and a stationary stud (not shown), such
amount.

which controls order D (Figure D), the roller
2 í 6 of that order will be moved upwardly by said
tabulator key, thereby rocking lever 280D coun

of the lower toggle link 265, also pivotally mount
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ter-clockwise and forcing controller 2 down
wardly, and in turn rocking levers 280C and 280B

stud 267, said upper toggle link having an elon

counter-clockwise. Since the key 282 of lever

280B (Figure iB) is against the upper surface
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of the keyw8y of shaft 285, this counter-clock
Wise movement rocks said shaft an equai amount
in a conter-clockwise direction, instead of
clockwise as was the case in the previous exam

ple. Therefore, it is evident from the foregoing

that the depression of a tabulator key on one side
of the controller 270 rocks shaft 285 in one di
rection, but the depression of a tabulator key on
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the other side of said controller rocks shaft 285
in the opposite direction,

Fixed on the end of shaft 285 (Figure 8) by
means of a key of the same width as the keyway
of the shaft, is a right end control lever 290 con
nected by a link 29 i with a T member 292 piv
otally mounted at 293 on the main starting lever
240, the operation of which will be described
hereinafter. As shaft 28 is rocked in one direc
tion or the other, as just described, the T mem

ber 292 will be rocked about its pivot 293 to carry
one of its upper arms 294 and 295 over one of
the ears 25t and 252 of shift operating lever 250
which, as hereinafter described, effects operation
of the carriage shifting mechanism in one direc
tion or the other, according to the direction in
which T member 292 is rocked.

ed on stud 262, the upper end of which link is
pivotally attached to the upper toggle link 288 by

gated hole 296 at its upper end engaging a stud
242 on starting lever 240.
Said starting lever is pivotally mounted on a

stud 243 attached to a frame of the machine, and
to the top of its upwardly extending arm 244 is
connected a tension spring 245, the lower end
of which is securely fastened to the framing of
the machine. This toggle link construction af
fords means for maintaining the starting lever
240 in its raised position (shown in Kigure 9)
against the tension of Spring 245. It will be seen
that the toggle is in a position just past center,
with a pressure being exerted from spring 245

to lever 240, to upper toggle link 288, thence to
lower toggle link 265 which tends to rock counter
clockwise about stud 262 under this pressure, but

is limited by the bushing 287 on the shaft 285.
When the tabulator bail 235 (Figure 4) is thus
rocked counter-clockwise about the shaft 236, the
link 23 is raised upwardly, and being held against
the lateral extension 26 of the interponent 260
by spring 234, rides along the surface of the lat
70 eral extension 26 until its shoulder 239 abuts the
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lower edge of said extension, whereupon it rocks
the interponent 260 clockwise about the stud 262.
A similar clockwise movement is imparted to lower
toggle link 26 (Figure 9) by the contact of the
is upper edge of the lateral extension 2 against the

???
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scc.; as the tabulating controls are conditioned
for a shift, and rennails in that position until the
tabulated position has nearly been reached;
therefore, when said end control lever is rocked

in a depressed position, and similitaneously re
turns to zero all keyboard check dials , and a
“Middle dial” clear ke 373 which controls one
clear clutch to return to zero all prodiuct, dials

central position, the roller 298 is removed from

to control another cleair clutch tC retu:1'n tQ Zero

either clockwise or counter-clockwise from its

4 8, and an “Upper dial' clear key 9 it provided

the nose 39 of the latch 365, thereby releasing
the latch 385 to rock clockwise under the urge of

all counter dials E4.

The numerai keys CC (Figure i8), Secured to
spring 3 C until its lateral extension 307 abuts
their
key StemS C3, are siidably mount
the projection. 23 of tlne operating arm 250, and O ed in respective
their key frames O and normally held in
upon subsequent rocking of the cperating arm
a raised position by springs D2, but when one of
25C by T member 292 the projection 253 is re
Said keys is depressed its lower edge is adapted
moved from behind the lateral extension 30,
to inpinge upon one of the divergent sides 30 of
allowing said extension to move to a position the Selection bar 29 and move it a proportional
where it underlies or overlies the projection 253, 15 amount depending upon which key is depressed
thereby latching the lever 250 against return
and lock said bar in a fixed position as the key
movement after the T member 292 is raised.

Stem enters the notch 3; and, as described in

When the tabulated position has nearly been

detail in the aforementioned Avery patent, the
movement of the Selection bar 2G rotates the
check dial f 47 a proportional amount, thereby

reached, however, the end control lever 290 re
its roller 29E to ride up the side of nose 309 and

turns to the position shown in Figure 8, causing

rock latch lever 305 counter-clockwise to remove
lateral extension 3 from underneath or above

the projection 253 and allow operating arm 250
to return to its neutral position under the urge of 25

spring 40 C (Figure 14), thus terminating the

registering the figure in said check dial corre
Sponding to the figure delineated on the numeral
key depressed.

On the lower end of key stem fo3 is a lug 6
with a curved surface at the bottom thereof,
adapted to can the lock bar

shift, as previously described.
The means effective to stop the carriage shifting

7 to the rear

a tabulator selection key 200, comprises a stud

against the Spring if 8 until the lug 6 passes
beneath Said lock bar and allows it to spring for
Ward to a position where it overlies the lug 6,
thereby locking the key f OO in a depressed posi
tion against the tension of the spring 402 until

troller 27C. It will be recalled that the controller

to allow clearance for the lug if 6.

Operation, initiated by the master tabulator key
22 without having first selected a position with
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33 (Figure 12) riveted to the center frame 3f4
of the machine So as to lie in the path of con

2C travels in the opposite direction to that of
the carriage, So that for this automatic carriage
shift to the left, the controller moves rightwardly.

the lock bar is again moved a sufficient amount
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It will also be recalled that the controller 27 C will

have been moved downwardly about its shaft 275,
resulting from the rotation of shaft, 285 and the
rocking of control levers 280, and the only pos
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sible Way to arrest a tabulated shift is to rotate

keyboard clear key 22, said stem being slidably

shaft 285 back to neutral. For this purpose the

stud 2 3 is in the form of a cone, the upper side

of Which Serves to can the controller 27 O up
Wardly when it approaches its extreme right end
position, thus rocking control levers 280 and the
shaft 285 to their neutral positions and stopping

Means are provided whereby the depression of

a Single clear key Will slide the lock bars in all
Orders of the machine simulitaneously, and free
all keys 00 locked in a depressed position. On
shaft 26 (Figure 17), mounted transversely of
the machine, is rockably mounted a clear bail 25
which has an upwardly extending arm í 27 under
lying a roller 24 mounted on the stem of the
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mounted in the usual way and maintained in a
raised position by spring 23 tensioned between
a lug on the lower end of the key stem and a stud
riveted to the frame of the machine. When it
is desired to clear the keyboard, the key (22 (Fig
ures 1 and 1) is depressed and in its downward
movement its roller. 24 impinges the side of arm

the shift driving mechanism.
50
Means alre provided to Stop a rightward car
27 and rocks bail 25 clockwise about shaft 26
riage Shift initiated by the depression of the tabu
until its pad 29 (Figure 18) contacts the slidable
lator Selection key 2, followed by some manual
lock bars f f and forces them to the rear, thereby
niSOperation. Such as immediately depressing an
releasing all depressed keys OO in the mannel
other tabulator selection key just enough to re 55 previously described.
lease the first key, but not enough to latch the
When a depressed key to rises out of the notch
Second key down, and then allowing said second
3 of its respective selection bar 20, as just
key also to rise. With no selection key 20 C de
described, Said selection har is free to move on its
preSSed, no control lever 280 will be positively
suspending linkS f 28 and í 2 S ( f 292 not shown) in
held to stop a shift, and the driving mechanism 80 response to a Spring provided for the purpose, to
night continue to run and attempt to shift the
its forward position, thus by its connection to
carriage beyond the right end position; therefore, the check dial ik restoring that dial to zero as

a Stud & 3G, Similar to the stud 33 (Figure 12)
is riveted in the left, Side frame, located in the
path of the conti'oller is so that just before the
Carriage reaches its extreme right end position
the controller will be canned downwardly and

shown completely in said Avery patent.
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rock the control lever 28C, the shaft 285, and stop
the shift driving mechanism.

-

Dial clearance mechanism.

As shown in Figure 1, juxtaposed the master
tabulator key 220 is a clear key 22, the depres
Sion of which releases all numeral keys OO locked

The product and counter dials are cleared by

power derived from the motor, instead of man
ually as in the case of the check dial clearance
just described. Keys 373 and 9 O (Figure 1)
are provided to control Said motor power and the
clutches driven thereby to accomplish this clear

70 ance operation.

5

The "Middle dial' clear key 373 (Figure 19) by
which the clutch 36C is controlled, is secured to
the upper end of key stem 35 which is slidably
mounted on a stationary shaft 34, and rockably
mounted at its lower end to bail 34 by means

2.38&,324
of stud 37 f, said bail being pivotally mounted on

shaft 34, and a spring 32 tensioned between
the stationary shaft 34 and one end of stud 3,

Interlocks

When the master tabulator key 220 is depressed
Simultaneously with either the clear key 33 or

thereby maintaining the key 33 and the bail 36

in the position shown in Figure 19. On the down
Wardly extending arm of bail 346 is a shoulder

9

5

90, or both, typical in the operation of the pres

stud 349 adapted to operate in the L-shaped aper

ent invention, it is necessary to provide means
for disabling the shift controlling mechanism

ture 338 of link 33, said link being provided with

Said means comprises, in the clear control trains,

until the clearance operations are competed.

a nose 345 adapted to ride upon stud 33 secured
to the framing of the machine when it is moved

arms 40 and CA (Figure 9) extending down
wardly from bell cranks 3 C, either of which is

bell crank 373, pivotally mounted on stud 377,

by bail 346. Rear end of link 387 is connected to

adapted to restrain the shift controlling mecha

and having a shoulder stud 33 secured to its

Bism. The Shift control train includes the cen

upper end adapted to be embraced by the bifur
cated forward enti of clutch operating lever 39,
said operating ever being nate integra with
clutch dog 38 which is normally held in position
to lock clutch 36 against rotation by spring 382.

connected thereby by studi & , the ef, end of
a, ink i on the other eEnd of wžnich is an eon
gated hole i? is engaging with a stic SG secured

tralizer á 493, the lower enci of Which has pivotally

to ball 683. This construction affords 3, ost-no

Sion connection between aaii. 332 and ever G&G3,

Fius clear citch 36 is not, effective to trans.

mit power from the notor until dog 38 is moved
rearwardly to cause clutch engagement. The

2

construction of this type of ciutch is well known
and is similar to that shown in Figure of Friden
Fatent Number 1,643,710 to which reference may

be had for details thereof. A can 353 keyed to

a sleeve integral with the driven side of ciutch

2.

36) is adapted to impart a clockwise rocking
movement to can follower 353, pivoted at 365,

when, operated in one way, out a positive and ef
fective connecios. Whe operated reversey, as
Will be presently described. . .3ail & 32 is pivotally
naounted on shaft, 23 and the forwardly extend
ing arm thereof is attached to the lower end of
link åÖ 3, the upper endi , of which is pivotaily
connecteti to an arm of interlock 393. Said in
terlock is pinned to shaft, 386, and is provided on

the per end thereof with a lateral extension
393 adapted to cooperate with arm O of bell
and held against the can by spring 366, and to
thus move the rigid U-section irak 36 connected 3. crank 38.
ì ine typica operatio cited above, in Which
to the upper end thereof. The left end of link

the naster tabulator key and either or both of
&e clear keys are simultaneously depressed, the

367 is pivotally connected to a lever 368 fixed

to a sleeve 369, splined to slidable shaft 359 whicin
shaft is journaled in and laterally shiftable With

the carriage. This shaft is, therefore, rocked by
operation of the clutch 36 no matter what the
position of the carriage may be at the time.
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From the foregoing it is evident that upon de

pression of key 33, clutch dog 38 is rocked

counter-clockwise to release clutch 360 and upon

3.

engagement of Said clutch cam 363 is rotated,
the effect of which is to impart clockwise rocking
movement to can follower Si and counter-clock.

wise movement to shaft 359 to return to zero all

product dials, in a manner completely disclosed
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in the aforesaid Avery patent,
Means are provided to prevent continuous ro
tation of the clear clutch if the operator should

hold the clear key 373 depressed. When link 347
is moved forwardly as just described, its nose 345

5

rides up on stud 343, thereby camming link 347

upwardly to a position where the -shaped aper
ture of said link may move rearwardly under the
urge of spring 382 until the clutch dog 38 con
tacts the housing of clutch 360 on which it rides
until said clutch completes its cycle. At this time
the dog 38 drops into a recess on said clutch

housing, thereby disengaging the clutch until key
33 is again depressed. When the operator re
leases the clear key, its stem 375 and bail 346 will

SO

arm C (Sigure is) is lowered behind lateral
extension 399 at he beginning of the downward

movement of key 33 or 9, to hold interlock
393 against clockwise movement, before either the
shifting or clearing Operations are initiated. As
the keys are degressed further, the dog 38 re.
leases clutch 36 to function at approximately
the Sarine title as the tabliated shift is tripped for
initiation, which, as will be recalled from the

previous description, drops member 292 (Fig
Tre 9) onto one of the ears, 25 or 252, of operat
ing arm 25 under the tension of spring 245,
hus tending to rock arm 250 (Figure 14) and
eyer 35, during which rocking, centralizer 403

must be forced to the left, carrying with it link
42 (Figure 19). The stud 0 , being at the
right end of elongated hole f4:4 is thus forced
toward the left to impart clockwise rocking of
Rail AB2, upwardi movement to link 404, and cock
wise rocking to interlock 393. But the arm 400,
having been lowered behind lateral extension 399,
prevents this rocking of interlock 393 and re
strains the movement of the shift train just de
scribed, back as far as the levers 48 and 48
(Figure 14) which compress spring f 90 and func
tion to delay the shift operation until the clear
clutch has completed its cycle. At this time the

be restored by spring 372, said restoration thus

dog 38 (Figure 19) riding on the housing of the

The clearance of the counter dials is accom

arms 309 and/or 400A to the position shown in
Figure 19. The interlock 393 will thus be free to
rock clockwise and allow the shifting operation

clutch 3S, drops into a recess therein, and raises

moving the stud 349 rearwardly until the link 347
can drop down to the position shown in Figure 19.
plished in precisely the same manner as just de

to start. The function of noses 397 and 383,
acting through ear 384 to levers 385 and 388 to
close the electric motor switch, is disclosed com
pletely in the aforesaid Avery patent.
The performance of calculations on the calcu
lating machine incorporating the tabulator above

scribed. The connection between the "Upper
dial' clear key 90 and its respective clear clutch

| 9 | II, identical to clutch 360, is substantially the

same as controlled by key 373. The engagement

of clutch 9 rotates cam 95, the effect of 70
which imparts counter-clockWise rocking move
described, ordinarily involves an automatic shift
ment to cam follower 96 about shaft 365, clock

wise rocking of lever 97 and shaft 354 to return
to zero all counter dials, as described in detail
in the aforesaid Avery patent.

of the carriage, or requires a traverse of the car
riage by some means; and the tabulator Was con

s

ceived for the primary purpose of returning the

11 ?
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lever 320, said disabling lever being freely rock
carriage to a given. position after certain calcu
able on stud 262, and provided with a nose 322
lations and ensuing carriage shifting operations.
adapted to engage one end of a stud 23 riveted
Therefore, it is imperative to provide means for
to bail link 237. When the carriage occupies the
preventing operation of latch 305 (Figure 8) ex
position corresponding to a depressed tabulator
cept when the tabulator controls are effective,
key, the shaft 285 and control lever 290 are in
in order to prevent certain misfunctions. Fron
their neutral position and hold the disabling
the foregoing description of the tabulator setting
lever 320 in the position shown in Figure 6 where
mechanism, it will be recalled that when the car
its nose 322 lies in the path of stud 23, so that
riage is noved a slight amount out of its tabu
lated position, the shaft 285 and end control

it.

upon depression of either the master tabulator

key 220 or a tabulator selection key 20 to rock

lever 290 is rocked to such an extent that roller

the tabulator bail 235 counter-clockwise and ini
tiate a shift, the bail link 237 is rocked counter
clockwise about stud 233 as the stud 23 rides

296 is removed from nose 309, thus releasing latch
305 into operation. This all occurs at the begin
ning of the first shift cycle which we may as

over the end of nose 322, thereby preventing the

sume was initiated by an automatic shift in mui
tiplication or division, or by the depression of a
shift key 405 or 406; but whichever it may
be, the shaft 485 and tabulator operating arm

contact of shoulder 239 . (Figure 4) of link 237

with the lower surface of the ear 26 of the in

terponent 260, movement of which trips the tog
gle and releases the starting lever 240. If the
carriage is out of the position corresponding to
a depressed tabulator key, however, the shaft 285
and end control lever 290, as previously described,
will have been rocked clockwise or counter-clock

250 will have been rocked to a position where the
lateral extension 307 of latch 305 would be free

to drop in under or over the nose 253 to prevent
return movement of Operating arm 250 unless
latch 305 were disabled, The shift controls

would be locked in operation and the shift might
continue indefinitely since the latch 305 can bc

wise, thereby rocking disabling lever 320 and
moving nose 322 thereon out of the path of stud

Means have been provided, therefore, to diis

function normally and initiate a tabulated shift.
Means are also provided to allow the toggle and
tabulator starting lever 240 to return to and be

23, thus allowing bail link 237 (Figure 4) to

disengaged by the tabulating controls only.

able latch 305 except during a shift initiated by
the tabulator controls, thereby making this mis
function impossible. Restraining lever 35 (Fig.- : locked in their initial positions, even though the
operator may hold a tabulator key depressed
ure 5) is freely mounted on shaft 285 and is held
after one-half of the first shift cycle has been
in a position with its shoulder 3 normally
The starting lever 240 (Figure 9)
against the roller 297 mounted on stud 293 (Fig completed.
has on its downwardly extending arm 24 a left
ure 8) riveted to lever 240, by the pressure of tor
sion spring 3 to against the stud 36. An ear ?? ?? ward projection 247 adapted to rock link 27
counterclockwise by engaging the stud 23, so
38 is formed on the restraining lever 35, whicn
that if the operator holds any of the keys 20 or
operates in conjunction with the lateral extension
the key 220 depressed, holding the link 237 in
307 of latch 305, and the parts are shown in Fig
its upward position, projection 24 will force link
ure 5 in the positions occupied when the tabulator
237 out of engagement with interponent 260 and
starting lever 24 is in its raised or cocked posi
allow said interponent to return to its extreme
tion with the ear 38 restraining the clockwise

counter-clockwise position before the starting
lever 240 is recocked, thereby preventing repeated
tripping of the Starting lever 240 during each

movement of latch 305. If a shift is initiated by
the starting lever 249, roller 29 travels down
wardly with starting lever 240 and rocks member
35 clockwise about shaft 285 to remove ear 38
from behind lateral extension 307, thereby re
leasing latch 305 to latch operating arm 256.

Shift cycle.

Typical methods of use in calculation

Specific examples of the operations capable of

During the first shift cycle, when starting lever
24G and roller 397 are raised, lever 35 is also re

being effected by the various tabulator keys and
other control keys of the machine, will most

leased to be raised by spring 30 until its ear 38

contacts the underneath surface 303 of lever 305,
which has been rocked clockwise to engage oper
ating arm 250. When the tabulated position is
reached the latch 305 will be rocked counter
clockwise in the manner described hereinbefore,

clearly illustrate the advantages of the present

invention in connection with a machine of the
55

thereby allowing the member 35 to rise to the

general type disclosed in the Patent Number
2,271,240.
In addition to the clear keys 22, 3T3, and 90
(Figure 1), the shift keys 405 and 406, and the

restraining position shown in Figure 5.
If a directional shift key 405 or 406 is de

automatic tabulating shift described hereinbe

lateral extension 307 of latch 305 and still allow

an Operator makes a series of computations of
the same type, such as multiplication, in which
the multipliers comprise from two to five digits,
the operator may latch down the number four
tabulator Selection key which is to the high of the

fore, the above mentioned machine comprises
a Zero multiply key 200 and a series of multiplier
pressed, however, the starting lever 240 will not
function, and latch 305 will be restrained, mak 60 keys 2002 for performing the multiplication of
number set up in the numeral keys OO, a single
ing it possible for lever 250 to rock about shaft adepression
of any one of which will effect a
485 and return to its centralized position upon
carriage shift one order to the left or to the
release of the shift key.
depending upon which shift directional
Figure 7 illustrates the form of the lateral right,
control
key 20 or 202 has been previously set.
extension 307 which makes it possible for ear
If, for example, in office routine calculations,
38 (Figures 5 and 7) of lever 35 to engage
projection 253 of operating arm 25C to move up

and down and also engage extension 307.

V

Means are provided to disable the tabulatol' 70

starting mechanism when the carriage occupies

the position corresponding to a depressed tabu

mean between the two and five digit multipliers

just mentioned. If the size of the multipliers is
lator key. On the lower Section of control lever
usually the same, however, with only an occa
290 (Figure 6) is riveted a stud 298 adapted to
engage in the slot 32 of tabulator disabling 75 Sional deviation therefrom, he will, of course,

2,368,324
depress the tabulator selection key corresponding
positioning of the carriage secured, all by a single
manual stroke of the operator. However, by
to the number of digits in the most frequently
occurring multiplier. Assume, however, that he
merely varying the combination of keys simul
Selects and depresses the unber for tabulator

Selection key to effect return of the carriage to
Ember four position after each calculation by
the depression of the naster tabulator key 220,
Simaiit2,Fneo'tisy Wi?ia the €c!ear keys, If the mul

5

tiplier of the next example is a three-digit num
her, for is stance 25, the Operator will consecu
ively degress the 0-4-2-5 multiplier keys 20

226, keyboard ciear key 23, and the middle dial

ciear key 33, 33 šže 3eginnieag of each calcula
tida; Wnie to acciate pr0ducts, he simul
taraeously i?iepresses & the Emaster ü2:3Lalator key 229,
keyboard clear key :23, and Lipper dia clear key
i 363; 33 to :gta?a 8 cgi?stant Thältiplicand, he
· Simultanecti sily depresses the Maaster tabulator
ikey 22 $3, fiRae Ramisiidae diia clear key 3î3, and the
apper dial glea; key G. E. Azay of the above

and 2033, the zero serving to shift the carriage
Gile order to the left before the multiplication
(Opeation fu actions. Ef the multiplier in the
i.e.: 2.É'oisien is , ,Y70-digit number, for instance
Iß, le CP8raßO Will cie2xess 0-0-6-8 on the mul
i Per Keys, ?ikereby Shifting the carriage two

orders to the left before effecting the multiplica

šiOS k? Sik NRK eight. If the next problem, how
evFe, 38 a RVe-iigiº Saltiplier, the operator Will

COE oi:3ile:S eXecies. Witt the depression of

BREEKGE ER, SÈGRE: Ceression of the right hand direc

tioE23i Siit, key 35 and immediately begin the
Int!éifticaéior).
: ž?? 332 othe: sexies of Calculations the multi

piet W&ies widely axi inconsistently, so that no
positio E2, cari be readily selected, the proper one of
tie series of tabulator selection keys can be con

pietely depressed after each computation, and the

carriage shift will be initiated and automatically

tertainated in the selected position.

For the convenience of operators who have be

3.

core accustoned to Starting all calculations with
the carriage in one or the other of the extreme
&nd positions, means have been provided whereby

the presert machine may be conditioned to return
the carriage to either end position. The depres
Sion of the master tabulator key without any

the Easte' taluia. Orsey 228, Wii clear the select
ed dias andä e3Va 22 ca'isge äSzed as may, for
inst2, ce, a eSirei O Eaking Arà addition.
š5e2e72Ce of 8cc?imici, og Berations
À Suzaiiaºy ofºne ºxactio?s Cº$he mechanisms
resulting '0E on 2 Of the foregoizag. examples will
aid it. Ladierstanding the invention as a whole;
therefore, iei; US se the first eKaple cited above,
in which the Gurier four tabulato, seection key
has been depressed to shis; the carriage to the
millimber foilitir position, and ina this case Figure 2
Will represent, the fourth or controlling order of
the Fiachine in which the tallator selection key
25 his retained partially latched down by lock
bar 23 atter the shist initiated hereby, and the
notch in the lower end of key steg 22 has forced
dever i GGL inter-clockwise so as to press its
roller 33 against the divergen sides 28 of con

selection having been made by the depression of
a tabulator selection key, will operate just the
same as when the number one tabulator selection

taneously depressed, any one of a large number
of different results may be secured by a similar
single marata stroke.
For instance, if it is desired to stilize the count
eº ?iais to Accmailte multiples, the operator
sinulaneously depresses the Kaasies tabulator key
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key is depressed and will always shift the carriage

troi ever 283 to rotate it to its intermediate po
Sitio, AS SOYWm. With the coroller ? 3 in the
position corresponding to the depressed key, its
inter ediate step 2 GA (Figure 3) is at rest in
the cont:ring order With the si2.f., 285 in neu
tr8?. 88fQI'e f}}{è 8ÎìStJ?ng làmulti#3!}{33tioìì the Shift;

to the number one position; while, if the other

extreme position is desired, the latching down of

te Stem 29 of the number eight tabulator Selec
tiom key Willi alvways returi, ühe Carriage to the 35 direction contro key 2 (Figure ) is depressed
to control the automatic shift mechanism for a
the end position upon Subsequent depression of
shift to the left, so that as as incident to the
the master tabulator key.

The entire arrangement possesses a flexibility

that readily adapts it to use on any problems that
may arise. For instance, if after using a number

5

of nultipliers ranging from two to five digits each,

as above described, a number of multipliers are
encountered ranging from five to Seven digits,
the nuanoer six tabulator selection key may be de

pressed for the first one in this group, and then
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the naster tabulator key used for the remainder
of the group in the general manner above de

scribed. Also, instead of naking a series of ex
tensions in the order listed, an Operator could
at his option, first extend all calculations involv

60

ing three-digit multipliers, then all those involve
ing four-digit multipliers, et cetera, depressing
the proper tabulator selection key for the first
calculation in each group and the master tabu
dator key for the remainder of the group.

controller 279 (Figure 10) moves an equal amount,

but to the right, and the control lever 230 (Fig
ure 2) of the fourth order being held by roller
2s, controller 2 (Figure 10) is canned up
Wardly and transmits its rocking novement to
all control evers 28 to the right of the control
iing order. Shaft, 285 is thus rocked clockwise,
thereby rocking end control ever 299 (Figure 8)
which through link 29 rocks member 292 to
the right, so that its arm 29 overties the ear 252
of the operating arm. 25. With the calculation
Completed and the tabulating mechanism thus
automatically set, the dials of the machine are
cleared by the simultaneous depression of the

With the arrangement disclosed, the operator

can utilize the master tabulator key in any of
these many ways to which it is adapted, and at
the same time effect the clearance of any desired
combination of dials, without any preconditioning

Subsequeat Saultiplication operation resulting
from the manipulation of the multiplier keys 2002,
an autoratic silift, one order to the left occurs
after the multiplication by each digit, until the
computation is completed and the carriage
reaches the number one position. During the
automatic shifting operation last rentioned, the

operation being required in order to secure any

three clear keys 22, 373, and Si (Figure 1)
and the master tabulator key 220 to initiate a
tabulated return shift to the number four posi

For instance, by depressing the master tabu
lator key and all three clear keys simultaneously,

tabulator key 229 (Figure 9) and its keystem 22
rocks bail 226 and its integral arm 228 clockwise,

()

of the many various results.

all dials will be restored to Zero and the desired 5

tion. The downward movement of the master

thereby contacting lateral extension 232 to rock
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operable in synchronism with the move
operating bail 235 counterclockwise, carrying the means
ment of said carriage for setting said mechanism,
bail link 23 upwardly so that its shoulder 29
tabulation control means settable to indicate a
contacts the lower surface of lateral extension 26,
the upper side of which is in a position against desired position of said carriage, direction control.

2

the shoulder 266 so that upon clockwise rotation
of the interponent 260, the toggle joint 287 is
moved to the right until it passes center to re
lease operating arzin 246 which rocks downwardly
carrying with it the T member 292 and rocking

operating arm 256 clockwise.
This results in a similar rocking of shaft 485

(Figure 14), thus moving arm 48 and link 483
to the left, the lever 375 clockwise, the link 374
to the right, control dog 30 clockwise, and the
dog. 302 into engagement with ratchet 03 to
initiate carriage shifting to the right.
During the first shift cycle the cam 345 (Figure
9) is rotated, thus camming roller 346 upwardly
and forcing cam follower 34 counter-clockwise,

lever 300 clockwise, and starting lever 240 up

means Selectively settable to control the direction
of Operation of said carriage shifting means, di
rection setting means comprising a series of mem
bers displaceable in opposite directions from a
neutral position by said carriage position mecha
nism and adapted to be individually restored to
neutral position, by said tabulation control means,
Said direction setting means being responsive to
such restoration of a displaced member for setting
said direction control means; and means con
trolled by said carriage position mechanism for
resetting said direction control means upon move

0.

5

ment of said carriage to the position indicated
by a setting of said tabulator control means after
setting of said tabulation control means.
3. In a machine of the class described having

20

a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon,

wardly to a position shown in Figure 9, with the
toggle links 288 and 265 and interponent 280 in

and motor driven means for shifting said car
riage; the combination of carriage position mech

the position shown to lock the starting lever 240
in its raised position. This recocking occurs dur

ing the first shift cycle, while three more cycles

anism settable to a position corresponding to the
position occupied by said carriage including means
Operable in synchronism with the movement of
said carriage for setting said mechanism, tabula

25

are necessary to bring the carriage to the number

four position. The T member 292 was thus raised

tion control means settable to indicate a desired

from engagement with the operating arm 250
(Figure 8), but said operating arm is held by
atch 305, moved into engagement therewith at
the beginning of the shift, which retains lever 250
in its operating position until the tabulated posi

position of said carriage, direction control means
selectively settable to control the direction of

operation of said carriage shifting means, direc
tion setting means comprising a series of mem
bers displaceable in opposite directions from a

tion has been reached.
The controller 20 (Figure 10) moves leftward

neutral position by said carriage position mecha

ly towards the controlling order during this tabu 35 nism and adapted to be individually restored to
neutral position, by said tabulation control means,
lated shift until it is forced downwardly by the
said direction setting means being responsive to
control lever 280 of the controlling order, thereby
such restoration of a displaced member for set
rocking all the control levers except the number
ting said direction control means; and means
four counter-clockwise arid forcing shaft 285 back
to its neutral position shown in Figure 8. The 0 controlled by said carriage position mechanism

for reversing a previous setting of said direction

end control ever 296 and its roller 296 thereupon

Control means upon movement of said carriage .
through the position indicated by a setting of said

engage the nose 309 and rock lever 305 counter
clockwise to release the operating arm 250, thus
stopping the shift.

tabulation control means after setting of said

tabulation control means.
4. In a machine of the class described having

The Avery patent application Serial Number

503,056, filed September 20, 1943, claims certain
subject matter disclosed but not claimed in the
present, application.

a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there

on, and motor driven means for shifting said car
riage; the combination of tabulation control
means settable to indicate a desired position of
said carriage, direction control means selectively

-

I claim:

1. In a machine of the class described having a
frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon,

settable to control the direction of operation of

and motor driven means for shifting said car

riage; the combination of carriage position mech
anism settable to a position corresponding to the
position occupied by said carriage including means
operable in Synchronism with the movement of

said carriage shifting means, a device normally

effective to set said direction control means to
SS

said carriage for setting said mechanism, tabula
tion control means settable to indicate a desired
position of said carriage, direction control means
selectively settable to control the direction of 60
operation of said carriage shifting means, and di
rection setting means comprising a series of men
bers displaceable in opposite directions from a
neutral position by said carriage position mecha
nism and adapted to be individually restored to
neutral position by said tabulation control means,
said direction setting means being responsive to
such restoration of a displaced member for setting
said direction control means.
2. In a machine of the class described having a 70

frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon,

and motor driver means for shifting Said car

riage; the combination of carriage position mech
anism settable to a position corresponding to the
position occupied by said carriage including

s

predetermine the carriage shifting direction,
means settable by said tabulation control means
for superseding the control of said direction con
trol means by Said device, means for initiating
operation of said carriage shifting means, and
means comprising a member operable independ
ently of said tabulation control means for actuat
ing said operation initiating means.
5. In a machine of the class described having
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon,

and motor driven means for shifting said car

riage; the combination of tabulation control

means settable to indicate a desired position of
Said carriage, direction control means Selectively
settable to control the direction of operation of

said carriage shifting means, a device normally
effective to set said direction control means to
predetermine the carriage shifting direction,
means settable by said tabulation control means
for superseding the control of Said direction con

trol means by Said device, means for initiating op

13
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control means and actuating said op
eration of said carriage shifting means, means tabulation
eration initiating means, means comprising a
operable by a single manual stroke for setting
member operable independently of said tabulation
said tabulation control means and actuating said
control means for actuating said operation initiat
3peration initiating means, and means compris
ing a member operable independently of said ing means, and means controlled by said carriage
position mechanism and automatically effective
tabulation control means for actuating said op as
the carriage moves into an end position for
eration initiating means.
arresting operation of said carriage shifting
6. In a machine of the class described having a
frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon, 0. e3S,
9. In a machine of the class described having
and motor driven means for shifting said car
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there

riage; the combination of carriage position mech

On, and motor driven means for shifting said car
riage; the combination of tabulation control

anism settable to a position corresponding to the

position occupied by said carriage including
means operable in synchronism with the move
ment of said carriage for setting Said mechanism,
tabulation control means settable to selectively
Control the direction of operation of said carriage
shifting means in either direction, means for
initiating operation of said carriage shifting

means comprising a series of depressible keys set

table to indicate the several positions of said
carriage, means for latching the stems of said

eration initiating means to initiate operation of
Said carriage shifting means in a direction con

keys in depressed position, means for initiating
operation of Said carriage shifting means, means
operable by the stems of any of a plurality of
said keys upon depression thereof beyond their
latched positions for actuating said operation in
itiating means, and means controlled by the stern
of a depressed one of Said keys for arresting op
eration of Said carriage shifting means upon
movement of said carriage to the one of said
positions indicated by said depressed key.

trolled by said tabulation control means, and

a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there

moves into an end position for arresting opera
tion of said carriage shifting means.
7. In a machine of the class described having a
frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon,

riage; the combination of tabulation control

means, nearS operable by a single manual stroke
for setting said tabulation control means and ac

20

tuating Said operation initiating means, means
comprising a member operable independently of
Said tabulation, contro means for causing said op

0. In a machine of the class described having
on, and motor driven means for shifting said car

means controlled by said carriage position mech
anism and automatically effective as the carriage

means coEnprising a series of depressible keys

Settable to indicate the several positions of said
carriage, neans for latching the stems of said
keys in depressed position, direction control means

and motor driven means for shifting said, car
riage; the combination of carriage position mech
anism settable to a position corresponding to the

Selectively Settable to control the direction of op
eration of Said carriage shifting means, direction

Setting means settable by said tabulation control
means for selectively setting said direction con
trol means, means for initiating operation of said
carriage shifting means, means operable by the
stems of any of a plurality of said keys upon de

position occupied by said carriage including
means operable in synchronism with the move

ment of Said carriage for setting said mechanism, 4
desired position of said carriage, direction control
pression thereof beyond their latched positions,
means selectively settable to control the direction
for actuating said operation initiating means, and
of operation of said carriage shifting means, a
means controlled by the stem of a depressed one
device normally effective to set said direction
said keys for arresting operation of said car
control means to predetermine the carriage shift 45 of
riage shifting means upon movement of said car
ing direction, means settable by said tabulation
riage to the one of Said positions indicated by said
control means for superseding the control of said
depressed
key.
direction control means by said device, means for
11. In a machine of the class described having
initiating operation of said carriage shifting 50 a frame,
a carriage transversely shiftable there
means, means comprising a member operable in
tabulation control means settable to indicate a

on, and motor driven means for shifting said
carriage; the combination of carriage position
mechanism settable to a position corresponding
to the position occupied by said carriage includ

dependently of said tabulation control means for

actuating said operation initiating means, and
means controlled by said carriage position mech
anism and automatically effective as the carriage
moves into an end position for arresting opera
tion of Said carriage shifting means.
8. In a machine of the class described having
a frame, 8, carriage transversely shiftable thereon,
and motor driven means for shifting said car
riage; the combination of carriage position mech
anism settable to a position corresponding to the
position occupied by said carriage including means
Operable in Synchronism with the movement of
Said carriage for Setting said mechanism, tabula.

tion
control means settable to indicate a desired
position of said carriage, direction control means

Selectively settable to control the direction of op

eration of said carriage shifting means, a device
normally effective to set said direction control

ing means operable in synchronism with the
movement of Said Carriage for setting said mech
anism, tabulation control means comprising a
Series of depressible keys settable to indicate the

60
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Several positions of said carriage, means for
latching the stems of said keys in depressed posi
tion, direction control means selectively settable
to control the direction of operation of said car
riage shifting means, direction setting means
comprising a series of members displaceable in
Opposite directions from a neutral position by
Said carriage position mechanism and adapted to
be individually restored to neutral position, by
said tabulation control means, and means re
Sponsive to such restoration of a displaced inem
ber for setting said direction control Imeans;
means for initiating operation of said carriage
shifting means, and means operable by the stems
of any of a piurality of said keys upon depres

means to predetermine the carriage shifting direc
tion, means settable by said tabulation contro.
neans for Superseding the control of Said direction
control means by said device, means for initiating sion thereof beyond their latched positions, for
operation of said carriage shifting means, means
operable by a single manual stroke for setting said 5 actuating said operation initiating means.
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position occupied by said carriage including means
12. In a machine of the class described having
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there operable in synchronism with the movement of
said carriage for setting said mechanism, tabula
on, and motor driven means for shifting said car
riage; the combination of carriage position mech
anism settable to a position corresponding to the
position occupied by Said carriage including

tion control means Settable to indicate a desired

position of Said carriage, means for initiating
operation of said carriage shifting means, means
for actuating said operation initiating means

means operable in Synchronism. With the nove
ment of Said carriage for setting Said mechanism,
comprising an energized starting mechanism, re
tabulation control means comprising a series of
straining means effective to prevent operation of
depressible keys Settable to indicate the several 0. said mechanism, and means operable by a single
positions of Said carriage, means for atching the
nanual stroke for setting said tabulation control
stems of said keys in depressed position, direc
means and releasing said restraining means;
tion control means Selectively Settable to Con
means comprising a member operable independ
trol the direction of operation of said carriage
ently of said tabulation control means for re
shifting means, direction Setting means com
leasing said restraining means, and means con
prising a series of members displaceable in op trolled jointly by Said carriage position mecha

posite directions from a neutral position by said

nism and said tabulation control means for arrest

carriage position mechanism and adapted to be
individually restored to neutra position, by said

tabulation control means, and means responsive

ing operation of Said carriage shifting means.

16. In a machine of the class described having

a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there
to . Such restoration of a displaced member for
on, and motor driven means for shifting said car
setting Said direction control means; means for
riage; the combination of carriage position mech
initiating Operation of Said carriage shifting
anism settable to a position corresponding to the
means, means Operable by the stems of any of a
position occupied by said carriage including means
plurality of Said keys upon depression thereof 25 operable in synchronism with the movement of
beyond their latched positions, for actuating said
Said carriage for Setting Said mechanism, tabula
operation initiating means, and means compris tion control means settable to indicate a desired
ing a member operable independently of said
position of said carriage, means for initiating
tabulation control means for actuating said op
operation of said carriage shifting means, means.
eration initiating means,
30 for actuating said operation initiating means
13. In a nachine of the class described having
comprising an energized starting mechanism, re
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there
straining means effective to prevent operation of
on, and notor driven neans for shifting said car
said mechanism, and means comprising a member
riage; the coinibination of tabulation control
operable independently of said tabulation control
means comprising a series of depressible keys set
means for releasing said restraining means;
table to indicate the Several positions of said
means operable by a single manual stroke for set
carriage, means for latching the stems of said
ting said tabulation control means and releasing
keys in depressed position, means for initiating
said restraining means, and means controlled
operation of said carriage shifting means, means
jointly by said carriage position mechanism and
Operable by the Steins of any of a plurality of
said tabulation control means for arresting opera
said keys upon depression thereof beyond their
tion of said carriage shifting means.
latched positions, for actuating said operation
17. In a machine of the class described having
initiating means, Inseans comprising a member
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there
20

operable independently of said tabulation con

trol means for actuating said operation initiating
means, and means controlled by the sten of a

45

depressed one of Said keys for arresting opera
tion of Said carriage shifting means upon move
ment of said carriage to the one of said posi
tions indicated by Said depressed key.
50
14. In a machine of the class described having
a frame, a carriage trainsversely shiftable thereon,
and motor driven means for shifting said car
riage; the coimbination of carriage position mech
anism settable to a position corresponding to the
position occupied by Said carriage including means
operable in Synchronism with the movement of

said carriage for setting said mechanism, tabula

tion control means settable to indicate a desired
position of said carriage, means for initiating op

eration of said carriage shifting means, means

operable by a single manual stroke for setting said
tabulation control means and actuating said Op
eration initiating means, means comprising, a
inenber operable independently of said tabulation
control means for actuating said operation initiat
ing neans, and means controlled jointly by Said

on, and motor driven means for shifting said car
riage; the combination of carriage position
mechanism settable to a position corresponding
to the position occupied by Said carriage including
means Operable in Synchronism. With the move

ment of said carriage for setting said mechanism,

taibulation control means settable to indicate a

desired position of said carriage, means for ind

tiating operation of said carriage shifting means,
means operable by a single manual stroke for
Setting said tabulation control means and actuat

ing said operation initiating means, means con
prising a member operable independently of said
tabulation control means for actuating said op
eration initiating means, and means controlled

jointly by said carriage position mechanism and

50

Said tabulation control means to disable said actu
ating means when the carriage position corre
Sponds to the setting of said tabulation control
8S,

55

18. In a machine of the class described having
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there
on, and notor driven means for shifting said car
riage; the combination of carriage position mech

anism settable to a position corresponding to the
carriage position mechanism and said tabulation
position occupied by Said carriage including
control means for arresting operation of said car
riage shifting means.
70 means operable in Synchronism with the nove
ment of said carriage for setting said mechanism,
15. In a machine of the class described having
tabulation control means settable to indicate a
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there
desired position of said carriage, means for initi
on, and motor driven means for shifting said car
3ting Operation of Said carriage shifting means,
riage; the combination of carriage position mech
anism settable to a position corresponding to the 75 means for actuating said operation initiating
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mechanism in shift initiating condition, said
nism, restraining means effective to prevent op latch being normally disabled So as to permit
eration of said mechanism, and means operable
arrest of Said shifting means by Said shift con
trol mechanism upon adjustment of Said key to
by a single manual stroke for setting said tabula
tion control means and releasing Said restraining
inoperative position, and means operable under
means comprising an energized starting mecha

means; and means controlled jointly by said car
riage position mechanism and said tabulation

Control of Said starting means for enabling said

latch.

control means to prevent; the release of the afore
said restraining means when the carriage position.
corresponds to the setting of said tabulation con
trol means.

i9. In a machine of the class described having

a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there
on, and motor driven means for shifting said
carriage; the combination of carriage position

15

to the position occupied by Said carriage includ
ing means operable in synchronism with the
movement of said carriage for setting said mech
anism, tabulation control means Settable to indi

20

mechanism settable to a position corresponding

22. In a calculating machine of the class de
Scribed having a frame, a carriage transversely
shiftable thereon into any one of a plurality of
Ordinal positions, means for shifting said car
riage in either of two directions into any of said
ordinal positions; the combination of, shift con
trol mechanism operable to cause said shifting
means to shift the carriage in either of said two
directions, a pair of directional shift keys each
manually adjustable to operative position to
cause Said shift control mechanism to initiate
operation of Said carriage shifting means and
adjustable to inoperative position to cause said

shift control mechanism to arrest said carriage
to control the direction of operation
means, means for actuating said operation initi Settable
Said carriage shifting means, starting means
ating means comprising an energized starting of
comprising a member operable independently
mechanism, restraining means effective to prevent 25 of
Said tabulation control means for causing
operation of said mechanism, and means Com
Said shift control mechanism to initiate opera
prising a member operable independentiy of said
tion of said carriage shifting means in a direc
tabulation control rears for releasing said re
straining nears; and eans controllied jointly by . tion controlled by said tabulation control means,
said carriage position mechanism and said tabu 30 a latch for retaining said shift control mechanism
in shift initiating condition, said latch being
lation control means to prevent the release of the
normally disabled so as to permit arrest of said
aforesaid restraining meals when the carriage
shifting means by said shift control mechanism
position corresponds to the Setting of Said tabu
upon adjustment of said keys to inoperative po
lation control Years.
and means operable under control of said
20. In a machine of the class described having 35 sition,
starting
means for enabling said latch.
a frame, a carriage, transversely shiftable there
23. In a machine of the class described having
on, and motor driven means for shifting said
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon
carriage; the combination of carriage position into
any one of a plurality of ordinal positions,
mechanism settable to a position corresponding 40
means for shifting said carriage into any of said
to the position occupied by said carriage includ
cate a desired position of Said carriage, means
for initiating operation of said Carriage shifting

shifting means, with tabulation control means

ing means operable in synchronism with the

ordinal positions; the combination of, shift con
trol mechanism operable to cause said shifting

movement of said carriage for Setting said mech
anism, tabulation control means settable to indi

cate a desired position of said carriage, means
for initiating operation of Said carriage shifting
means, means operable by a single manual stroke
for setting said tabulation control means and
actuating said operation initiating means, and
means controlled jointly by Said carriage position
mechanism and said tabulation control means to
prevent the actuation of said operation initiating
means when the carriage position corresponds to
the setting of said tabulation control means.
21. In a machine of the class described having

a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there

means to shift said carriage, and a key manually
adjustable to operative position to cause said shift
45

erative position to cause said shift control mech

50
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on into any one of a plurality of ordinal posi
tions, means for shifting said carriage into any
of Said ordinal positions; the combination of,
shift control mechanism operable to cause said 60
shifting means to shift the carriage, and a key
nanuially adjustable to operative position to
cause said shift, control mechanism to initiate

operation of said carriage shifting means and

adjustable to inoperative position to cause said

63

causing said shift control means to initiate op

70

shift control mechanism to arrest said carriage
shifting means, with tabulatio control means
settable to correspond to a desired position of
said carriage, tellation initiating nears for

eration of said carriage shifting means, starting

means operable icy a single manual stroke for

control mechanism to initiate operation of said
carriage shifting means and adjustable to inop

anism to arrest said carriage shifting means, with
carriage position mechanism settable to corre
spond to the position occupied by said carriage
including means operable in synchronism with

the movement of said carriage for setting said
mechanism, tabulation control means settable to
correspond to a desired position of said carriage,
tabulation initiating means for causing said
shift control mechanism to initiate operation of
said carriage shifting means, starting means
Operable by a single manual stroke for setting
Said tabulation control means and causing opera
tion of said tabulation initiating means, a latch
for retaining said shift control mechanism in
shift initiating condition, said latch being nor
mally disabled so as to permit arrest of said
shifting means by said shift control mechanism
upon adjustment of said key to inoperative posi
tion, means operable under control of said start
ing means for enabling said latch, and means
controlled by said carriage position mechanism.

and said tabulation controi means for disabling
saidi iatch and arresting operation of saidi car
riage shifting means.

24. In a machine of the class described having
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there
ing operation of Said tabulation initiating
on into any one of a plurality of ordinal posi
neans, a latch for retaining said shift control 73 tions; means for shifting said carriage in either

setting said tabulation control means and caus
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to cause said shift control mechanism to arrest
of two directions into any of said ordinal posi
carriage shifting means, the combination of,
tions; the combination of, shift control mecha said
tabulation control means settable to correspond

.. 6

nism operable to cause said shifting means to

shift the carriage in either of said two directions,

a pair of directional shift keys each manually ad

5

justable to operative position to cause said shift
control mechanism to initiate operation of Said

carriage shifting means and adjustable to inop

erative position to cause said shift control mech

anism to airest said carriage shifting means,
With carriage position mechanism settable to cor
respond šo the position coccupied by Said car

trol mechanism to initiate operation of said car.
riage shifting means comprising, an energized
starting mechanism, and restraining means ef
fective to prevent operation of said starting

10

mechanism, means operable by a single manuai
stroke for Setting Said tabulation control means
and releasing Said restraining means, a latch for
retaining said shift control mechanism in shift

riage, inciuding means operable in Synchronism

initiating condition, said latch being normally

with the movement of said carriage for setting
said mechanism, tabulation control means set
able to Selectively control tie direction of Opera
tion of said carriage shifting means in either
direction, tabulation initiating means for causing
said shift control mechanism to initiate Operation
of Said carriage shifting means, starting, means
operable by a single manual stroke for setting

disabled so as to permit arrest of said shifting
means by said shift control mechanism upon

adjustment of said key to inoperative position,
and means operable under control of said start

ing mechanism for enabling said latch.
26. In a calculating machine having a carriage
shiftable in either of two opposite directions to
two predetermined positions, shifting means op
erable in one direction to shift the carriage in one
direction and selectively operable in the other di
rection to shift the carriage in the opposite direc
tion, shift initiating means operable to callse
operation of said shifting means; the combina
tion of, shift control means comprising, a de
pressible key for controlling the shifting means

said tabulation control neans and causing Opera
tion of saidi taculation initiating means in a di

rection controlled by said tabulation control
means, a latch for retaining said shift control

mechanisin in shift initiating condition, Said
latch being normally disabled So as to permit
arrest of said shifting means by said shift con
trol nechanism upon adjustment of said keys to

inoperative position, means operable under cOn

to the desired position of Said carriage, tabula
tion initiating Ineans for causing Said shift con

30

trol of said starting neans for enabling Said

to shift the carriage to one of Said positions and
for initiating the operation thereof, and a Second

depressible key for controlling the shifting means

atch, and means controlled jointly by Said car
riage position mechanism and said tabulation
control means for disailing said latch and ar

to shift the carriage to the other one of Said posi

tions and for initiating the operation thereof,

into any one of a plurality of ordinal positions,

with a shift initiating element operable inde
pendly of said first and second keys to control
said shift initiating means to cause said shifting
means to operate under control of said depressible

able to cause said shifting means to shift the
arriage, and a key maintially adjustable to opera
tive position to cause said shift control mecha

nient of the carriage to the position corresponding
to the key depressed for arresting operation of

resting operation of said carriage shifting means.
25. It a. In achine of the class described having

a frarie, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon

keys and shift the carriage in the direction CCr
responding to the key depressed, and means con
trolled by the carriage shifting means upon move

hileans for shifting said c23riage into any of Said
ordinai positions; shift control mechanism oper

nisin to initiate operation of said carriage shift
ing meains and adjustable to inoperative position

said carriage shifting means.
45
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